ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

BANNA TRANSITION (BANNA.PINNR1)

LANDING KAPA: From PINNR on track 112° to cross TINGE between 10000 and 11000, then on track 171° to cross REDZN at 10000 and at or below 250K, then on track 176° to cross PYDRT at 9000, then on track 176° to cross AAYES at 9000, then on track 150°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING KBJC: From PINNR on track 112° to cross TINGE between 10000 and 11000, then on track 171° to cross WHOAA at 10000, then on track 171° to cross REDZN at 10000 and at or below 250K, then on track 176° to cross PYDRT at 9000. Expect RNAV (GPS) RWY 12L approach or visual approach as assigned by ATC.

LANDING KFNL/KCFO/KGXY: From PINNR on track 112° to cross TINGE between 10000 and 11000, then on track 112° to cross BDOWN at 9000, then on track 112°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LANDING KLMO: From PINNR on track 112° to cross TINGE between 10000 and 11000, then on track 176° to cross HBALL at 9000, then on track 176°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

LOST COMMUNICATIONS

LANDING KAPA: From AAYES direct LOWRE and execute RNAV (GPS) RWY 17L approach.

LANDING KBJC: From PYDRT execute RNAV (GPS) RWY 12L approach.

LANDING KCFO: From BDOWN direct SKIPI and execute ILS or LOC RWY 26 approach.

LANDING KLMO: From HBALL direct KAYOO direct WOLTS and execute RNAV (GPS) RWY 29 approach.